
As an enterprise, you will be having a lot of assets scattered across the Cloud in multiple 
layers. Managing all these Cloud resources is a challenging task for any Cloud administrator. 

Corent introduces ComPaaS – the next-generation continuous Cloud optimization and 
modernization platform. 

ComPaaS analyzes your Cloud Infrastructure and provides a central dashboard to visualize 
and manage all your Cloud resources using AI-driven best practice advisories. This helps you 
to optimize your Cloud cost and reduce resource sprawl significantly. 

Additionally, you can map application landscape from Cloud infrastructure and start 
managing your applications. You can also modernize the applications by moving them to 
PaaS, Containers, better Cloud deployment architectures, and SaaS. 

ComPaaS Overview:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessment 

 Multilayered infrastructure and application 
analysis 

 Cost governance for multiple Cloud accounts 

 Comprehensive portlets with resource- 
level details 

Optimization 

 Maximum savings on Cloud spend 

 Actionable advisories 

 Cost and footprint reduction 

 Security enhancement 

Modernization 
 Multidimensional view of Cloud  

resources 

 Cloud resource usage monitoring  

 Modernize workloads through PaaSification, 
containerization, and replatforming in a 
controlled, incremental fashion 

 Transform applications to a SaaS business 
model without re-engineering 

Management 
 Single dashboard to manage all 

Cloud accounts (multiple regions) 

 Audit logs to track actions performed based 
on advisories 

 Managing preferences for actionable 
advisories 

 SaaS Business and commercial services 
integration 

Governance to prevent Cloud 

resource sprawl. Central Executive 

Dashboard to view all your Cloud 

accounts and insights to minimize 

cost and footprint.  

ComPaaS™  
Continuous Cloud Application Landscape 

Governance, Optimization, and Modernization 

PRODUCT BRIEF 

Debug Your Cloud 

It is an innovative technology to visualize 
Cloud infrastructure and provides greater 
depth of detail to better understand the Cloud 
resources and act based on advisories 

Multilayered Multidimensional 
Visual Exploration Technology 

CopS™ 
Engine 
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Cloud Resource Optimization and Footprint 
Reduction 

Identify all the resources currently available on your 
Cloud account. Recognize unused or underutilized 
resources that incur high cost and optimize by 



choosing low-cost equivalents suggested by ComPaaS. Achieve footprint reduction by 
continuous evaluation of Cloud resources. Identify and resolve the gaps on your Cloud 
infrastructure based on best practice advisories. Implement these optimizations from 
ComPaaS platform on a single click. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One single platform to manage all your Cloud assets and visualize them at multiple 
layers from infrastructure, application to SaaS. Effectively manage your Cloud cost and 
application modernization objectives. 

 

 

 

Scale Up/Down Cloud Resources Based on 
Performance Trends 

Analyze your Cloud infrastructure's dynamic changes 
to daily usage patterns and devise operation plans 
based on trends. Refine and optimize your 
infrastructure by rightsizing it dynamically to the 
best suitable Cloud flavors following the trend 
continuously. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rearchitect and Redeploy Your Application 
Workloads 

ComPaaS provides you with an opportunity to 
modernize application workloads by replacing it with 
PaaS services and Containers. Rearchitect and 
redeploy your applications based on the 
performance trends. Identify similar instances of 
your application workloads and consolidate them to 
save cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Deliver Your Applications as Service (Public SaaS) 

Analyze the portfolio of your applications and 
identify the applications which can be delivered 
rapidly as SaaS. It enables you to deliver a fully 
instrumented SaaS solution for your customers with 
tenancy, operations, and commercial services and 
become a SaaS Operator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Identify Your Application’s DNA 

Explore your entire Cloud infrastructure and group 
applications to extract collective telemetry. Use our 
Automatic Blueprint creation to identify the DNA of 
your customer applications. Set up dynamic 
monitoring and metering of workloads and gather 
application statistics for continuous optimization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map Your Existing Application Deployments to 
View and Manage as Private SaaS 

Identify multiple deployments of the same 
application and view them as tenants. With this 
capability, you can consolidate the applications as 
Enterprise divisions across the Globe. Manage all 
these application deployments from a central 
dashboard and operate them as SaaS. 
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Corent Asia Pacific 

Email: APAC-info@corenttech.com 

Would You like ComPaaS to Continuously Govern, Assess, and 

Guide Your Optimization and Modernization of Cloud Workloads? 

Contact Corent. 

Benefits 

Continuous optimization through best 
practices and transformation 

Modernize to advanced Cloud features, 
e.g., PaaS, containers, replatforming 

Govern Cloud cost to maintain consistency 
and restrict Cloud resource sprawl 

Automatic landscape creation for your 
applications on Cloud 

Single platform to assess your Cloud 
Infrastructure in multiple dimensions 
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